Thon EU Hotel
Rue de la Loi 75, Brussels
1040 Brussels, Belgium
+32 2 204 39 11

Nearest Metro Station: Maalbeek (Lines 1 & 5)

To/from Brussels National Zaventem Airport (BRU)

By Train:
Take the train into Brussels from airport train station at level -1. There will be a train to downtown Brussels every 15 minutes. Get off at Schuman Train Station, exit on to Rue de la Loi and walk down the hill (away from the Arch) until you reach the hotel. If the weather is poor, it is possible to walk within Schuman station to the metro, where you can travel 1 stop to Maalbeek station (lines 1/5, direction: Erasme / Gare de l'Ouest) which is next door to the hotel.

By Taxi:
Follow the exit signs at the departures level to the authorised taxi line outside. A standard fare would be approximately 40 EUR to the hotel. Most Brussels taxis do not accept payment by card, unless written on the window. The exception is the ‘Autolux’ group of cars (identifiable by the branding on the outside of their Mercedes fleet). We recommend requesting an ‘Autolux’ taxi when you reach the taxi rank – even if other taxis are at the top of the line. This is normal practice and also allows you to get a fixed return rate by requesting an ‘aller-retour’ voucher on the inward journey. Tips are officially included in the fare.

To/From Brussels South Charleroi Airport:
The Charleroi Bus service brings arriving passengers to Gare du Midi in Brussels (50 min trip approximately). From there, taxis or metro can be taken to the hotel.